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Phonic Sounds of English Letters.

1.   A says   APPLE starts with   Då, Då, Då, Då, Då.

2.   ¨ï  ¨ï  ¨ï B says  ¨ï  BUS starts with   ¨ï., , , , 

3.       C says   CAT starts with   Pï, Pï, Pï, Pï, Pï.

4.     D says   DOG starts with   qï, qï, qï, qï, qï.

5.   E says  EGG starts with  J, J, J, J, J.

6.   F says   FAN starts with  ¥sï, ¥sï, ¥sï, ¥sï, ¥sï.

7.     G says  GATE starts with   Uï, Uï, Uï, Uï, Uï.

8.   H says  HAT starts with  ºï, ºï, ºï, ºï, ºï.

9.   I says  INKPOT starts with  E, E, E, E, E.

10. eï  eï  eï J says  eï JEEP starts with    eï, , , , .

11.    K says  KEY starts with  Pï, Pï, Pï, Pï, Pï.

12. ¯ï ¯ï ¯ï  L says  ¯ï LOCK starts with  ¯ï, , , , .

13.  M says MANGO starts with  ªÀiï, ªÀiï, ªÀiï, ªÀiï, ªÀiï.

14.  N says  NUMBER starts with  £ï, £ï, £ï, £ï, £ï.

15.  O says   ORANGE starts with M, M, M, M, M.

16.  P says  PEN starts with  ¥ï, ¥ï, ¥ï, ¥ï, ¥ï.

17.     Q says  QUEEN starts with  Pïà, Pïà, Pïà, Pïà, Pïà.

18.  R says  ROSE starts with  gï, gï, gï, gï, gï.

19.  S says  SOAP starts with  ¸ï, ¸ï, ¸ï, ¸ï, ¸ï.

20. mï mï mï T says  mï TRAIN starts with  mï, , , , .

21.  U says   UMBRELLA starts with  C, C, C, C, C.

22.     V says  VAN starts with   ªï, ªï, ªï, ªï, ªï.

23.  W says WATCH starts with  ªï, ªï, ªï, ªï, ªï.

24.  X says BOX ends with  PÀì, PÀì, PÀì, PÀì, PÀì.

25. Y says  YELLOW starts with  AiÀiï, AiÀiï, AiÀiï, AiÀiï, AiÀiï.

26.  Z says   ZIP starts with  gÀhÄ, gÀhÄ, gÀhÄ, gÀhÄ, gÀhÄ.















  Reading  PË±À®åªÀ£ÀÄß ªÀÈ¢Þ¸À®Ä £Á£ÀÄ ¨ÉÃgÉÃ£ÀÄ ªÀiÁqÀ§ºÀÄzÀÄ?

CPÀëgÀzÀ Work Books UÀ¼À°è£À C¨sÁå¸ÀUÀ¼ÀÄ NzÀ®Ä ªÀÄvÀÄÛ §gÉAiÀÄ®Ä CªÀ±ÀåPÀªÁzÀ ¸ÀºÀ PË±À®åUÀ¼À£ÀÄß 

¤«Äð¸À®Ä vÀÄA¨Á ªÀÄÄRåªÁVªÉ. DzÀgÉ PÉÃªÀ® C¨sÁå¸À ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¥ÉÆæÃvÁìºÀ¢AzÀ ªÀiÁvÀæªÉÃ ªÀÄPÀÌ¼ÀÄ NzÀÄªÀÅzÀgÀ°è 

DvÀä«±Áé¸À ªÀÄvÀÄÛ D¸ÀQÛAiÀÄ£ÀÄß ºÉÆAzÀÄvÁÛgÉ. CzÀPÁÌV CªÀjUÉ ¥ÀoÀå¥ÀÄ¸ÀÛPÀzÀ ºÉÆgÀvÁV ¸ÁzsÀåªÁzÀµÀÆÖ EvÀgÉÃ 

NzÀÄªÀ ¸ÁªÀÄVæUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ¤Ãr. EzÀ£ÀÄß ¥ÁægÀA©ü¸À®Ä £ÀªÀÄä Work Books UÀ¼À eÉÆvÉUÉ £ÀªÀÄä Reading Cards 

¸ÀºÀPÁjAiÀiÁVzÉ.

Ø

¤ÃªÀÅ £ÀªÀÄä CPÀëgÀ UÀæAxÁ®AiÀÄ PÁAiÀÄðPÀæªÀÄz À ¨sÁUÀªÁVzÀÝgÉ PÉÊaÃ®zÀ°è£À PÉ®ªÀÅ ¸ÀgÀ¼À 

EAVèÃµï ¥ÀÄ¸ÀÛPÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß §¼À¹PÉÆAqÀÄ theme UÉ ¥ÀÆgÀPÀªÁzÀ PÀxÉUÀ¼À£ÀÄß UÀnÖAiÀiÁV NzÀ§ºÀÄzÀÄ.  

GzÁºÀgÀuÉUÉ:  'My Grandfather's stick'  ¥ÀÄ¸ÀÛPÀªÀÅ “My Family” JA§ ¥ÀÆgÀPÀªÁVzÉ.

¤ªÀÄä ªÀÄPÀÌ½UÉ UÀnÖAiÀiÁV NzÀÄªÀ CªÀ¢üAiÀÄÄ ºÉZÀÄÑ PÉÃ½¹PÉÆ¼ÀÄîªÀ CªÀPÁ±ÀªÀ£ÀÄß MzÀV¸ÀÄvÀÛzÉ. 

¥ÁoÀPÀÌ 

«zÁåyðUÀ½UÉ ¸ÀgÀ¼À ¥ÀÄ¸ÀÛPÀUÀ¼ÀÄ, ¥sÁèµï PÁqïðUÀ¼ÀÄ, ¢£À¥ÀwæPÉUÀ¼ÀÄ ¢£À ¤vÀå §¼ÀPÉAiÀÄ ¸ÁªÀÄVæUÀ¼ÀÄ,

 PÀnAUïUÀ¼ÀÄ, ªÀÈvÀÛ ¥sÀ®PÀUÀ¼ÀÄ {¸ÉÊ£ï ¨ÉÆÃqÀÄðUÀ¼ÀÄ}, ©¸ÉÌmï ¥ÁåPÉmïUÀ¼ÀÄ EvÁå¢UÀ¼À£ÀÄß

 NzÀ®Ä ºÁUÀÆ CxÉÊð¹PÉÆ¼ÀÄîªÀÅzÀPÁÌV ¤Ãr.

PÉÃªÀ® C¨sÁå¸À ºÁUÀÆ ºÉZÉÑZÀÄÑ NzÀÄªÀÅzÀjAzÀ ªÀiÁvÀæ ªÀÄPÀÌ¼À£ÀÄß M¼ÉîAiÀÄ, D¸ÀQÛAiÀÄÄvÀ, 

GzÉÝÃ±À¥ÀÆjvÀ NzÀÄUÀgÀ£ÁßV ªÀiÁqÀ§ºÀÄzÀÄ.

zÀAiÀÄ«lÄÖ ¸Àé®à ¸ÀªÀÄAiÀÄªÀ£ÀÄß vÉUÉzÀÄPÉÆAqÀÄ Lesson Plan  DAiÉÆÃf¹¸À¯ÁzÀ 

«zsÁ£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß w½AiÀÄ®Ä N¢PÉÆ½î.

¤ÃªÀÅ CzÀ£ÀÄß w½zÀÄPÉÆAqÀ £ÀAvÀgÀ ¤ªÀÄä EAVèÃµï CªÀ¢üUÀ¼À£ÀÄß EµÀÖ¥ÀqÀÄwÛÃj ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¤ÃªÉÃ 

ªÀiÁvÀ£ÁqÀ®Ä «±Áé¸À ºÉÆAzÀÄwÛÃj.

£À°è

CPÀëgÀzÀ Flashcard UÀ¼À£ÀÄß CPÀëgÀUÀ¼À zsÀé¤AiÀÄ£ÀÄß PÀ°¸À®Ä §¼À¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ ªÀÄPÀÌ¼À NzÀÄªÀ PË±À®åªÀ£ÀÄß 

ªÀÈ¢Þ¸À®Ä ¸ÀºÀPÁjAiÀiÁVzÉ. ¤ÃªÀÅ F PÁqïðUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ZÁmïð ZÀlÄªÀnPÉAiÀÄ ªÉÃ¼É theme UÉ ¸ÀA§A¢ü¹zÀ 

±À§ÝPÉÆÃ±ÀªÀ£ÀÄß vÉÆÃj¸À®Ä §¼À¹zÀgÉ, ªÀÄPÀÌ¼ÀÄ ªÀÄ£ÉÆÃgÀAd£ÁvÀäPÀªÁV ªÀÄvÀÄÛ CxÀð¥ÀÆtðªÁV 

PÀ°AiÀÄÄvÁÛgÉ.



One 40 minute 

period every day!

Dear Teacher,

Welcome to Akshara Foundation’s English Program, Swalpa English Thumba Fun! This set of 

Akshara TLM (teaching-learning material) can be a friend and guide in your English period. It will help 

you bring English language to your children in a simple and enjoyable way. 

We know that English is an unfamiliar and difficult language for our students and as well as teachers. 

They don't hear anyone speaking the language in their day to day lives. How do you teach the language 

to the child in that situation?  We believe it has to be done in easy ways.

ØGet familiar with the Akshara TLMs first!

Our TLM set consists of  different teaching aids  (The 

language learning: LSRW (listening – speaking- reading -writing) 

ØHow do I plan my English period?

Be regular with your English periods. Keep at least one 40 minute period,

 in your time table every day. Remember each time you miss an 

English class your students lose a chance to listen to and learn English. 

Listening to the language and trying to speak sentences is important for language learning. 

kit  focuses on the four basic parts of any 

How do I do English conversation easily using the Lesson Plan in this manual?

Our colourful wall charts, with different themes and stories are good aids for 

doing conversation in a group.. Each theme in the chart is supported by a

‘Lesson Plan' given in the . Each Lesson Plan provides you a variety of questions and 

sentences that you can use in your class. The questions and sentences we have given are only suggestions 

to help you. You are free to use your own questions and sentences or use them in any order, depending 

                              upon your student's response. Please do not make your spoken English classes only

                              strict question-answer rote exercises. The most important thing is to keep your 

                              conversations fun and as natural as possible for your students.    

Teacher Manual

Make your
 conversations
 fun and natural!

Not rote but 

natural 

conversation!

Ø



We have suggested 3 parts in the conversation: 

a) Teach a rhyme – a fun warm up activity to build vocabulary

b) Talk about the Picture with Support Activities

c) Speaking Practice – after the conversation

Students may not answer in English at first. Allow them to talk in their

 mother tongue and then give the English word or sentence for it. 

Practicing the English sentences more than once makes students comfortable with it

ØWill my students answer in English?

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ ¥ÀæwQæAiÉÄ 

 INTRODUCTION

 B.    TALK ABOUT THE PICTURE

Look at this picture This is a school

What is the name of this school? ( Point to

name written on the school)

 My School

Ask each student

What is the name of your school?

What are you wearing ?

Each student says

‘The name of my school is......’

A uniform. or  shirt or skirt .......etc

COMING TO SCHOOL

This is a girl, This is her mother.

Girl and Mother  

They are coming to school.

Who is with the girl ?

How is she coming to school?

The girl is carrying a school  bag.

Her mother.

She is walking

Repeat - ‘carrying a school  bag’

What colour is the bag? Pink

2

Who are they? (Point to school children) 

What are the boys wearing?

What are the girls wearing?

A shirt , shorts and shoes...etc

A skirt, bangles and shoes...etc

Open your school bags

Tell me what is there in your school bag?

Let us  carry our bags and walk,

Each student opens his/ her bag and   says:

 “I have a pencil, I have a book, I have 

a ruler.. etc”

All students carry their bags and walk,

    I have

Match with reference  numbers given in the picture

Children

Teacher instructs :

What teachers  say

Match the two
numbers

What students can say

{Conversation

Support 
Activity

Pictures are divided into parts and numbered 

for your reference 

Conversation guide in the Lesson Plan

Look at this sample of a picture and it’s support Lesson plan

     What do the numbers on the pictures and Lesson Plans indicate?

Numbers guide you to a specific part of the picture for conversation. These numbers are for your use only

and are not to be used with the children during your lesson.  All questions and sentences related to one 'part'  are given in the 

Lesson Plan. 

You can do one 'part' in a whole period or split it over many periods

Reading and getting familiar

 with the Lesson plan beforehand, 

is a way for you to get comfortable 

and natural in your conversations!

Ø

MY SCHOOL 1

3

2

5

6

4



Ø

There are 3 types of Support Activities you can do  during your conversation: 

i) Student Talk ii) Grammar Point iii) TPR. 

These 3 activities reinforce the vocabulary and sentences that you have already introduced in the 

conversation 

ØWhat is the role of each Support Activity?

Student talk:  Symbol -

Gives your students opportunities to actually 'speak' the language during the conversation and talk 

about their own experiences in simple English sentences (Example: In “ My School” theme: 

Q: What is the name of your school? A: The name of my school is…”) 

What are the 'Support Activities'?

 

Grammar Point:

Draws the student's attention to certain sentence structures already used in the conversation. 

Eg: 'This is/ that is'. 

Where possible use real objects to show the grammar point. 

Eg: “This is a door” (Point) .That is a tree” (Point)

Eg: Teacher: “Who is this?” (Point to the father)

Student: Rani ya 'appa'

Teacher: Yes, he is Rani's 'appa'. He is Rani's father

Students repeat: He is Rani's father.

Teacher: Priya, who is this? (Point to the father) 

Priya:  He is Rani's father.

You may find that the older students in your Nali Kali class are more confident in

 speaking English while the younger ones may speak less. This is ok because they are

 listening and learning, which is equally important. Try and give each student the chance to speak.

 But do not force a child to speak in English.



ØHow do I do the Workbooks?

Workbooks  help your students gain confidence in reading and writing English. We start by teaching 

the ‘sounds’ of all the English letters. Then we move on to simple  words (eg. cat, hot, hut, pen etc) and learn 

the sound of the beginning letter of each word.  

Total Physical response (TPR): 

Students listen, understand and follow instructions only, without speaking.

 Eg: Teacher instructs: “Touch your head”; “Jump three times”

This is especially good for early learners who are still beginning to listen and understand the language, but 

are not yet speaking it

Ø      What else can I do to improve reading?

The Akshara Workbook exercises are important to build sub skills needed for reading and writing.. But 

students will gain confidence and an interest in reading only with practice and encouragement.  For 

this, give them as much reading material as possible, other than their textbooks. In addition to our 

Workbooks, the Akshara Reading Cards set can help you start this.  

These tips will be helpful to you:

*

*

*

*
*

*

*

 

Explain the 'Teaching Point'           marked at the top of some exercises, before starting an exercise. 

Always say the sounds of letters (eg. ‘c’ says ./c/), words and sentences aloud to make the link between 

letter and spoken language clear.

Talk about the picture so that 'reading' has meaning in it.

Always correct the Workbooks and guide students if there are errors.

Make sure students write sentences properly – with CAPITAL letters in the beginning, full stop in the

 end and one finger space between words.

Revision exercises at the beginning and  ‘Summative Assessments’ in the end of the workbook are good 

ways to revise skills already learnt.

Encourage students to colour the pictures. This will be fun and  reinforce vocabulary. 

The sign / / is used to show 
the sound of a letter. For 
eg. /c/ should be read as Pï



If you are part of Akshara's Class Library Program, then you can use some simple English books 

in the pouch to READ ALOUD stories related to a theme.   For example: 'My Grandfather’s Stick’ for the

 'My Family' theme. Read Aloud story sessions will provide more listening opportunities to your students.

Try and give students other simple books, flash cards with words or sentences or 'real life' 

material like biscuit packets, newspaper cuttings, sign boards etc to read and understand.

Only practice and encouragement can make them good, interested and motivated readers. 

Please take some time to read through the way the Lesson Plans are organised in this manual. 

Once you get used to it – you will enjoy your English periods and get confidence in speaking it yourself!

Using the Akshara Flash Cards to teach the ‘sounds’ of letters will help improve students’ reading skills. 

When you use these cards during the chart activity, for sounds in vocabulary words related to the theme, 

students will learn to read in a fun and meaningful way.



CONTENTS

Lesson Page No

MY SCHOOL 

RANI’S  FAMILY

HOW MANY PINK BUTTERFLIES ?

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

1 1

8

15

22

28

35

40
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4

VEHICLES

Mr. SUN GOES ON A HOLIDAY  - Story 

UNITY IS STRENGTH  - Story

5

6

7





LESSON PLAN 1 : MY SCHOOL

How do you come to school? (I come by bus, cycle.... or I come walking)

What is the name of your school / teacher?

LESSON GOALS

KEY VOCABULARY WORDS

When do you come to school? When do you go back home? (In the morning.... In the evening)

What do you do in school?(I play, read, write, eat, drink...)

Who are your friends in school? 

 school, classroom, school bag,

 pencil, book,  playground,  ball, 

bat, tree, swing, tap, water, door, 

window. 

play, walk,  sit, stand, read, jump, 

run, carry, 

F ¸ÀA¨sÁµÀuÉAiÀÄ PÉÆ£ÉUÉ, ªÀÄUÀÄ vÀ£Àß ±Á¯ÉUÉ ¸ÀA§A¢ü¹zÀ ¸ÁªÀiÁ£Àå ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼ÀÄ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ªÁPÀåUÀ¼À §UÉÎ 

w½AiÀÄ¨ÉÃPÀÄ.
At the end of this conversation,  children should get familiar with common words and sentences about 
his/her school.

¸ÀA¨sÁµÀuÉAiÀÄ ªÉÃ¼É PÀ¥ÀÄà ºÀ®UÉAiÀÄ ªÉÄÃ¯É CxÀªÁ ¥sÁè±ïPÁrð£À°è PÉ®ªÀÅ 

¥ÀæªÀÄÄR ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß §gÉzÀÄ CzÀgÀ §UÉÎ ªÀiÁvÀ£ÁqÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ ºÁUÀÄ 

Letter-sound UÀ¼À PÀqÉUÉ UÀªÀÄ£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß ¸É¼ÉAiÀÄÄªÀÅzÀÄ.

¥ÀzÀUÀ¼À°ègÀÄªÀ 

 Eg. pencil, ‘p’says/p/ 

SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

During the conversation, write some important words on the blackboard 

or flashcards and talk about them. Draw attention to letter-sounds in the 

word. Eg. pencil, ‘p’ says /p/...

STUDENT TALK:  

GRAMMAR POINT:

ACTIONS

These symbols will guide you during your conversation.

F aºÉßUÀ¼ÀÄ ¤ÃªÀÅ ¥ÁoÀ ªÀiÁqÀÄªÁUÀ ¤ªÀÄUÉ ¸ÀºÁAiÀÄPÀªÁUÀÄvÀÛªÉ

ªÀÄPÀÌ½UÉ CªÀgÀ ¸ÀéAvÀ C£ÀÄ¨sÀªÀUÀ¼À §UÉÎ PÉÃ½, ªÀiÁvÀÈ¨sÁµÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß ¸ÁéUÀw¹ 
ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¥Àæw ¨Áj ªÀiÁvÀÈ ¨sÁµÉAiÀÄ ¥ÀzÀUÀ½UÉ EAVèÃµï ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ¤Ãrj.

ªÁåPÀgÀt
¸ÁzsÁå«zÀÝ PÀqÉ £ÉÊdå ªÀ¸ÀÄÛUÀ¼À£ÀÄß vÉÆÃj¹.

zÀ CA±ÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß GzÁºÀgÀuÉUÀ¼ÉÆqÀ£É «ªÀj¹. 

1



Teach a rhyme:

Here we go round the mango tree,  the  mango tree, the  mango tree (3)

                                 So early in the morning!

This is the way we walk to school, we walk to school, we walk to school (3)

                                 So early in the morning!

This is the way we go back home, we go back home, we go back home (3)

                                 So late in the evening!

a)WARM UP: 

MY SCHOOL 1

3

2

5

6

4

2



ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ GvÀÛgÀ  

 INTRODUCTION

 b)    MAIN CONVERSATION

Look at this picture This is a school.

What is the name of this school? 

( Point to name written on the school)

 ‘My School’

Ask each student

What is the name of your school?

What are you wearing ?

Each student says

‘The name of my school is......’

A uniform. or  shirt , skirt .......

COMING TO SCHOOL

This is a girl. This is her mother.

Girl and Mother  

They are coming to school.

Who is with the girl ?

How is she coming to school?

What is the girl carrying? (Do carrying action) 

Her mother.

She is walking. (Do walking action)

‘A bag/ a school  bag’

What colour is the bag? Pink

2

Who are they? (Point to school children) 

What are the boys wearing?

What are the girls wearing?

A shirt , shorts, shoes...

A shirt, skirt, shoes....

Open your school bags

Tell me what you have in your school bag?

Let us  carry our bags and walk,

Each student opens his/ her bag and   says:

 “I have a pencil, I have a book, I have 

a ruler.. etc”

All students carry their bags and walk.

    ‘I have a....’

Match with reference  numbers given in the picture

Children

Teacher instructs :

 Teacher Talk  Possible student response

Whole Chart

3



This is a boy. This is his sister.
They are coming to school. 

What are they carrying? (Do carrying action)       ‘A bag/ a school  bag’ 

How are they coming to school? They are walking to school

Why is he running?(Do running action)  

What is he carrying? (Do carrying action)       ‘A bag/ a school  bag’

This is a boy. He is coming to school.

How is he coming to school? He is running to school.

He is late to school.

Ask each student

How do you come to school?

Each student says

Eg. “I come to school on a “cycle” or “by bus...”

Or “walk to school”...etc

This is a boy. This is his father. 

They are coming to school. 

Who is with the boy?

How is he coming to school? 

What is the boy carrying? (Do carrying action)       ‘A bag/ a school  bag’ 

What colour is the school bag?

       His father.

       On a cycle.

       Green.

Who is she?

What colour saree is she wearing?

What is she doing?

It is morning. Children are coming to school. 

When do you come to school?

A teacher

She is wearing a red saree

She is ringing the bell ( Do ringing action)

Repeat - ‘ morning’

In the morning .

THE TEACHER3

Boy and Father 

Sister and Brother

Running boy

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ 
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response

4



THE PLAYGROUND

This is a playground, Children are playing 

here. 

Singular-plural : One - many

One girl. Many girls.

One child . Many .children

One pencils . Many .pencils

One boy. Many boys.

(Show objects )

One book Many .books

Ask each student Each student says

What is the name of your teacher?

What colour saree is she

wearing ? or 

What colour shirt is he wearing?

“The name of my teacher is.............”

Eg. “She is wearing a red saree.

Eg. He is wearing a white shirt.

What are these children doing? They are playing

Yes (or no) 

Yes (or no) 

(Point to different games)

This girl is skipping

Skipping and Swinging

Do you like skipping?

This girl is sitting on the swing.

Do you like to sit on the swing?

Show me how you skip.

Show me how you swing. 
Students do action of skipping and swinging.}

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response

5



Yes (or no) 

These boys are playing cricket.

Do you like to play cricket?

This boy is batting.

This boy is jumping.

These boys are playing with a ring.

This boy is throwing.  

This boy is catching.

Each students says

My friends are .........and ........and.........

(Names) or my friend is ...........

I play.......(Different games)

Ask each student

Who are your friends in school?

What games do you play with your 

friends?

He is washing his hands

He is drinking water. (Do drinking action)

These are taps.

BOYS AT THE TAP

What are these boys doing here?

What are these?(Point to the taps)

There are many taps.

5

Cricket

Ring

}Show action 

Show me how you bat.

Show me how you bowl. 
Students do action of batting and bowling.}

Use a ball or a ring and show actions : ‘throw’ and ‘catch’. 

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response

6



What are the children doing here?

This boy is sitting and reading                          Repeat -  ‘sitting and reading’

This boy is standing and reading                       Repeat - ‘standing and reading’

They are reading.(Do reading action)

BOYS READING

Teacher instructs  

 Stand and read, Sit and eat, 

Stand and drink, Sit and talk, Sit and laugh

.....etc (Use other combinations of action words)

Students do action 

c) SPEAKING PRACTICE :

What is the name of your school?

What is the name of your friend?

The name of my school is...........

The name of my teacher is...........

The name of my friend is..........

What is the name of your teacher?

How do you come to school?

Who comes with you to school?

When do you come to school?

When do you go home?

I come walking; or by cycle; or by bus

I come with......or I come alone

In the morning.

In the evening.

Advanced speaking practice:

One student asks the question, another students answers it. Give chance to all students.

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response

MAzÀÄ ªÀÄUÀÄ ¥Àæ²ß¹zÀgÉ, ªÀÄvÉÆÛAzÀÄ ªÀÄUÀÄ GvÀÛj¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ. J¯Áè ªÀÄPÀÌ½UÀÆ CªÀPÁ±À ¤Ãr.
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 Relationships : Father, mother, brother, sister, younger, older, grandfather, grandmother, 

 uncle, aunt, cousin

Neighbor friends  Family

Pets

house, family, neighbor, friends
 
mother, father, parents, sister,
brother, grandfather, grandmother,
aunt, uncle, 

Pant, shirt, sari, turban

older than, younger than 

LESSON PLAN 2 : RANI’S FAMILY

LESSON GOALS

F ¸ÀA¨sÁµÀuÉAiÀÄ PÉÆ£ÉUÉ, ªÀÄUÀÄ vÀ£Àß PÀÄlÄA§zÀ ¸ÀzÀ¸ÀågÀ£ÀÄß «ªÀj¸ÀÄªÀ ¸ÀgÀ¼À ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼ÀÄ ºÁUÀÆ ªÁPÀåUÀ¼À£ÀÄß 
w½AiÀÄ¨ÉÃPÀÄ. 

At the end of this conversation,  c

his/her family members. 

hildren should get familiar with simple words and sentences describing 

 KEY VOCABULARY WORDS

SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

¸ÀA¨sÁµÀuÉAiÀÄ ªÉÃ¼É 
¥ÀæªÀÄÄR ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß §gÉzÀÄ CzÀgÀ §UÉÎ ªÀiÁvÀ£ÁqÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ  

¥ÀzÀUÀ¼À°ègÀÄªÀ Letter-sound UÀ¼À PÀqÉUÉ UÀªÀÄ£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß ¸É¼ÉAiÀÄÄªÀÅzÀÄ. 

 PÀ¥ÀÄà ºÀ®UÉAiÀÄ ªÉÄÃ¯É CxÀªÁ ¥sÁè±ïPÁrð£À°è PÉ®ªÀÅ 
ºÁUÀÄ

Eg. 

sister ‘s’ says /s/...

During the conversation, write some important words on the blackboard 

or flashcards and talk about them. Draw attention to letter-sounds in the 

word Eg   sister ‘s’ says /s/...

STUDENT TALK:  

GRAMMAR POINT:

ACTIONS

These symbols will guide you during your conversation.

F aºÉßUÀ¼ÀÄ ¤ÃªÀÅ ¥ÁoÀ ªÀiÁqÀÄªÁUÀ ¤ªÀÄUÉ ¸ÀºÁAiÀÄPÀªÁUÀÄvÀÛªÉ

ªÀÄPÀÌ½UÉ CªÀgÀ ¸ÀéAvÀ C£ÀÄ¨sÀªÀUÀ¼À §UÉÎ PÉÃ½, ªÀiÁvÀÈ¨sÁµÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß ¸ÁéUÀw¹ 
ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¥Àæw ¨Áj ªÀiÁvÀÈ ¨sÁµÉAiÀÄ ¥ÀzÀUÀ½UÉ EAVèÃµï ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ¤Ãrj.

ªÁåPÀgÀt  
¸ÁzsÁå«zÀÝ PÀqÉ £ÉÊdå ªÀ¸ÀÄÛUÀ¼À£ÀÄß vÉÆÃj¹.

zÀ CA±ÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß GzÁºÀgÀuÉUÀ¼ÉÆqÀ£É «ªÀj¹. 
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Father finger, father finger ( Show the thumb finger )

Where are you?  Where are you?

Here I am, Here Iam,

How do you do? Fine thank you.

Continue the rhyme replacing ‘father’ with mother, brother, sister, baby using different fingers

a) WARM UP:

1

2

3

4

4
5

5

6

7

9



Match with the reference numbers given in the picture.

Who is this? 

INTRODUCTION

This is Rani (Point to Rani on chart)

 Rani  is a  girl

How old is Rani? ( What is her age? ) Different responses…

Look at Rani. These are Rani’s eyes….nose…
mouth…ears…hair…..(Show different parts 
of her face one by one)

Repeat parts of the face

Teacher gives different instructions and also shows the action. students watch.

Students do actions 

lShow me your eyes…nose…mouth…. 

ears…hair…

lRaise your left hand, 

lClose your eyes 

lTouch your  hair 

lTouch your nose 

All girls  raise your hand.

All boys  clap your hands Students do actions

b)    MAIN CONVERSATION

   She is - hers / He is - his

   Show any one girl and one boy in class and say : 

   Eg. This is Mahesh. He is a boy. This is his shirt.    

This is Sheela. She is a girl. This is her book .

(Sheela stands with a book in her hand ) 

Repeat with many girl and boys.

    

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ 
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response
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Ask each student

Who is your neighbour? 

Does Anand live in your house?

Let each student speak

Eg. My neighbour is Anand

No,  doesnot live in my houseAnand

Does Salim live in Rani’s house? (Point to 

Rani’s house)?  

Salim is Rani’s neighbour. He doesnot live  

in Rani’s house.

No, Salim  does not live in Rani’s house.

Is this Rani’s house? (Point to neighbour’s house)

RANI’S NEIGHBOUR

This is Rani’s friend (  the boy in the 

neighbour’s house on the top)

Point to

His name is Salim.

No, this is not Rani’s house.

Translate mother tongue words into English 
fatherC¥Àà  - 

CªÀÄä - mother

CpÀÌ, vÀAV - sister

CfÓ - grandmother

vÁvÀ  - grandfather

Repeat - ‘family’

Who is with Rani? 
(Point to Rani’s  family 

 

members …father, 
mother, brother, sister, grandmother, 
grandfather) 

They are Rani’s family

They all live together, in this house with  Rani.

 ( Point to the house ) 

This is Rani’s house.

She lives in this house

Rani is standing outside her house.

RANI  AND HER FAMILYWhole Chart

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response

Repeat -  £ÉgÉAiÀÄªÀ£ÀÄ/ ¥ÀPÀÌzÀ ªÀÄ£ÉAiÀÄªÀ£ÀÄ   

vÀªÀÄä, CtÚ - brother 
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Ask each student:

How many brothers and sisters do 

you have? 

What are their names?    

Each student speaks using ‘older’ and 
‘younger’.

Eg. “I have two younger brothers and one 

older sister.” 

My younger brother’s name is……

My older sister’s name is……..

He is Rani’s elder brother.

She is Rani’s younger sister 

How many brothers and sisters does Rani have?    

Repeat - ‘elder brother’
               ‘younger sister’

Rani has one elder brother and one younger sister.

Who is this? (Point to Rani’s brother )

RANI’S BROTHER AND SISTER.

Is she older or younger than Rani?  

This is Rani’s brother. 

Is he older or younger than Rani? He is older than Rani. (Give mother tongue word 
for older brother eg. )CtÚ,

She is younger than Rani (Give mother tongue 

word for younger sister. eg. ) vÀAV

Who is this? (Point to Rani’s father)

What is he wearing?

What is Rani’s father doing?

Who is this? (Point to Rani’s mother)

What is Rani’s mother wearing?

What is  doing? Rani’s mother

This is Rani’s mother. This  is Rani’s father. 

They are her parents.

RANI’S FATHER - MOTHER - PARENTS

This is Rani’s father

He is wearing a blue shirt and a black pant.

He is giving grass to the goat.

This is Rani’s mother.

She is wearing a green sari.

She is hanging  clothes

 Repeat -  ‘parents’

Ask each student:

What is your father’s name?

What is your mothers name?

Let each student speak

Eg. My father’s name is Asif

My mother’s name is Salma.

This is Rani’s sister. (Point to Rani’s sister)

 Repeat - ‘ brother’

Repeat - ‘ sister’

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response
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 (NOTE : In English there are only two words  - uncle and aunt. 
The child of your uncle and aunt is your ‘cousin’)  

Give the mother tongue words for uncle and 

aunt (eg: zÉÆqÀØªÀÄä, zÉÆqÀØ¥Àà, CvÉÛ, ªÀiÁªÀ) 

Who is this? (Point to ‘cousin’).

He is Rani’s cousin.

Do Rani’s uncle and  aunt  live with  Rani 

What is Rani’s uncle wearing?

What is Rani’s uncle doing? 

What is Rani’s aunt wearing?

What is she doing?

Repeat - ‘cousin’  

No they do not live with Rani.

He is wearing a green shirt and a brown pant

He is holding a bag. /He is waving his hand.

She is wearing a blue saree.

She is standing.

Who are these? (Point to ‘uncle’ and aunt’)

RANI’S UNCLE - AUNT - COUSIN

They are Rani’s uncle and aunt.

6

Ask each student:

What is your uncle’s name ?

What is your aunt’s name ?

What is your cousin’s name ?

Each student says:

The name of my uncle is.........

The name of my aunt is.........

The name of my cousin is.........

.

Ask each student:

What is your grandmother’s name?

What is your grandfather’s name?

Each student speaks:

My grandmother’s name is…..

My grandfather’s name is…..

Who are they? (Point to Rani’s grandfather 

RANI’S GRAND PARENTS.

and grandmother)

This is Rani’s grandmother

What is she doing?

What is she wearing?

What is he doing?

This is Rani’s grandfather.

What is he wearing?

What is he holding?

She is holding Rani’s younger sister. 

She is wearing a saree.

He is wearing a  ‘dhoti’ ( )¥ÀAZÉ
 and a red turban( ¥ÉÃl).

He is sitting

He is holding a  stick

  Repeat -  ‘grandmother’

  Repeat -  ‘grandfather’

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response
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Materials required: Each student has  a drawing / photo of  his / her own family.

Each student comes to the center (by turn) holding the drawing or photo of her family and speaks

 about his/her family like this:

ªÀÄUÀÄ PÀÄlÄA§zÀ ¸ÀzÀ¸Àå£À£ÀÄß PÀ¼ÉzÀÄPÉÆArzÀÝ°è ¸ÀÆPÀëöäªÁV ªÀwð¹.

c)   SPEAKING PRACTICE SPEAK ABOUT YOUR FAMILY

This is Tommy the dog.

PETS

Tommy is Rani’s  pet. 

What colour is ?Tommy

What animal is this? (Point to goat and hen)

What is the hen doing?

What does the goat eat?

Tommy is black.

This is a goat, This is a hen…

That  hen is sitting on the wall. This hen is running.

The goat eats grass

Ask each student

Does your family have a pet?

What animal is it ?

What is the name of your pet? Different responses.

Each student speaks

Yes / No

Dog, cat, hen....etc.

My name is ……. .(Name of student)

This is my father. His name is……..(Name of father)

This is my mother. Her name is……..(Name of mother)

This is my brother. His name is…….(Name of brother. Repeat for each brother, if more than one)

This is my sister. Her name is……(Name of sister. Repeat for each sister , if more than one)

If grandparents are there in the picture

This is my grandfather. His name is….. (Name of grandfather)

This is my grandmother. Her name is……… (Name of grandmother)

Please be sensitive if a child has lost a family member.

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response

}

(¸ÁPÀÄ ¥ÁætÂ)
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 HOW MANY PINK BUTTERFLIES ?  LESSON PLAN 3 :

LESSON GOALS

•  Counting in English ( 1,2,3,4....) - EAVèÃµï £À°è JtÂ¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ

•  Basic colours ( red, yellow, green...) - ªÀÄÆ® §tÚUÀ¼ÀÄ 

•  Animals and birds in the chart - ¥ÁætÂUÀ¼ÀÄ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¥ÀQëUÀ¼ÀÄ

•  Nature words –sun, sky, tree, leaves, nest, eggs, grass, pond, lotus, flower - ¥ÀæPÀÈwUÉ ¸ÀA¨A¢ü¹zÀ ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼ÀÄ 

One, two, three, four, five, six, 
 seven ,eight, nine, ten, eleven

Red, green, blue, yellow, black,
pink

Cow, goat, dog ,cat, rabbit, frog, 
monkey ant butterfly, bee, crow, 
parrot

Sun, sky , tree , leaves, nest, eggs, 
mango, flower

KEY VOCABULARY WORDS

¸ÀA¨sÁµÀuÉAiÀÄ ªÉÃ¼É 
¥ÀæªÀÄÄR ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß §gÉzÀÄ CzÀgÀ §UÉÎ ªÀiÁvÀ£ÁqÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ.

Letter-sound UÀ¼À PÀqÉUÉ UÀªÀÄ£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß ¸É¼ÉAiÀÄÄªÀÅzÄÀ . 

 PÀ¥ÀÄà ºÀ®UÉAiÀÄ ªÉÄÃ¯É CxÀªÁ ¥sÁè±ïPÁrð£À°è PÉ®ªÀÅ 
ºÁUÀÄ ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼À°ègÀÄªÀ 

Eg. f rog,  ‘f’ says /f/..

F ¸ÀA¨sÁµÀuÉAiÀÄ PÉÆ£ÉUÉ, ªÀÄUÀÄ ¥ÁætÂUÀ¼ÀÄ, ¥ÀQëUÀ¼ÀÄ, ¥ÁæPÀÈwPÀ ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼ÀÄ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¸ÀASÉåUÀ¼À£ÀÄß «ªÀj¸ÀÄªÀ ¸ÀgÀ¼À ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼ÀÄ 
ºÁUÀÆ ªÁPÀåUÀ¼À£ÀÄß w½AiÀÄ¨ÉÃPÀÄ..  

SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

During the conversation, write some important words on the blackboard 

or flashcards and talk about them. Draw attention to letter-sounds in the 

word Eg. f rog,  ‘f’ says /f/...

At the end of this conversation,  c
animals, birds, colours and numbers.

hildren should get familiar with simple words and sentences describing 

STUDENT TALK:  

GRAMMAR POINT:

ACTIONS

These symbols will guide you during your conversation.

F aºÉßUÀ¼ÀÄ ¤ÃªÀÅ ¥ÁoÀ ªÀiÁqÀÄªÁUÀ ¤ªÀÄUÉ ¸ÀºÁAiÀÄPÀªÁUÀÄvÀÛªÉ.

ªÀÄPÀÌ½UÉ CªÀgÀ ¸ÀéAvÀ C£ÀÄ¨sÀªÀUÀ¼À §UÉÎ PÉÃ½, ªÀiÁvÀÈ¨sÁµÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß ¸ÁéUÀw¹ 
ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¥Àæw ¨Áj ªÀiÁvÀÈ ¨sÁµÉAiÀÄ ¥ÀzÀUÀ½UÉ EAVèÃµï ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ¤Ãrj.

ªÁåPÀgÀt  
¸ÁzsÁå«zÀÝ PÀqÉ £ÉÊdå ªÀ¸ÀÄÛUÀ¼À£ÀÄß vÉÆÃj¹.

zÀ CA±ÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß GzÁºÀgÀuÉUÀ¼ÉÆqÀ£É «ªÀj¹. 
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Teach a rhyme:a) WARM UP:

Ten little frogs, went, dash, dash, dash.

Jumped  in the pond,  dash,  .

Mama frog called “

Ten little frogs came back, back, back.

went, dash, dash

come back, back, back”.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

10

11

12

13 14

15

16

17

16



Whole Chart  INTRODUCTION

What do you see in this picture?

Talk about each animal, bird, fruit or flower and colour  in 2-3 simple  sentences  Some examples are

 given below. You can use your own questions and sentences. Match with numbers given in the picture.

Students name all the animals, birds fruits and 
flowers in the chart:

Cow, goat, dog , cat, rabbit, frog, monkey,
ant, butterfly, bee ( , crow, parrot.

 
Sun, sky, nest, eggs, tree, leaves, flower, 
mango, grass.

eÉÃ£ÀÄ £ÉÆt)

1
What does a cow say?

What does a cow eat?

The cow gives us milk.

Do you have a cow at home?                                       

What is the name of your cow?

Moo moo......(CA¨Á CA¨Á) 
Grass

How many cows are there? One cow

What is the colour of this cow? (Point to chart) Brown

COW ( Point to cow)

 b)    MAIN CONVERSATION

.

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ 
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response

GOAT ( Point to goats )2
What does a goat say?

Do you have a goat at home?

What does the goat eat?

Me me…

Yes/ No

Grass

How many goats are there? Two goats
What is the colour of this goat?  (Point to chart) Brown

Show me something that is brown in colour.           Students search and show brown colour 
around us.                                                                 objects, inside or outside the classroom.

} Students’ own response
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CAT ( Point to cats )3
What does a cat say?

What does a cat eat?

What is the colour of this (Point to chart) cat? 

Do you have a cat at home?

What is the name of your cat?                                        Student’s own response

How many cats are there? 

Meow meow...

Cat eats (eg.) fish...... 

Two cats

Yes/ No

Blue 

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ 
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response

Show me something that is blue in colour.              Students search and show blue colour 
                                                                                 objects, inside or outside the classroom.

Show me something that is red in colour.                Students search and show red colour 
                                                                                  objects, inside or outside the classroom.

Show me something that is white in colour.             Students search and show white colour 
                                                                                  objects, inside or outside the classroom.

4 DOG ( Point to dogs )

How does a dog bark?

How does a dog wag its tail?

Do you have a dog at home?

What is the name of your dog?

What is the colour of this dog? (Point to chart) 

How many dogs are there? 

Bow wow

Show action

Yes/No

Students own response

Two dogs

Red

5 RABBIT ( Point to rabbits )

These are white rabbits.

The rabbit has two long ears.

The rabbit has soft white hair

Show me how a rabbit jumps

What is the colour of this rabbit?  (Point to chart) 

How many rabbits are there? 

Students do action of jumping

Four rabbits

White

Show me something that is green in colour.              Students search and show  colour 
                                                                                    objects, inside or outside the classroom.

green

6 FROGS ( Point to frogs )

These frogs are sitting on the leaf (Point to sitting frog)

This frog is jumping.(Point to sitting frog)

Have you seen a frog? 

Where have you seen it?

.What is the colour of this frog?  (Point to chart)

How many frogs are there? Four frogs

Green

Student’s own response
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9 RED FLOWERS ( Point to red flowers)
Look at these flowers 

Do you like these flowers? 

How many flowers are there? 
What is the colour of this flower?  (Point to red flower) Red

Seven

Yes/No        

What is the colour of this butterfly?  

(Point to pink and blue butterflies)  

What is the colour of this bee?(Point to chart)   

 

How many butterflies are there? 

How many bees are there? 

10 BUTTERFLIES AND BEES ( Point to butterflies and bees )

What are these?

What are they doing?

What are they drinking?

Butterflies and bees

They are flying near the flowers

They are drinking juice from flowers.

Ten  ( 6 pink and  4 blue) butterflies

Eight bees 

Some butterflies are blue. Some butterflies are pink

Yellow

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ 
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response

How many lotuses  are there? 

     GreenWhat is the colour of this leaf?  (Point to chart) 

     PinkWhat is the colour of this lotus ?  (Point to chart) 

     Five

The pond has water and lotus.

Where do you live?      In a house.

The frog lives in the pond.
7 POND AND LOTUS ( Point to pond and lotus )

Show me something that is pink in colour.               Students search and show  colour 
                                                                                  objects, inside or outside the classroom.

pink

How many flowers are there? 

      YellowWhat is the colour of this flower?  (Point to yellow flower)

      Six

Do you put flowers in your hair? (Ask the girls)

What flowers do you like to put in your hair?                    Students mention names of different flowers in 

                                                                                            mother tongue (eg )UÀÄ¯Á©, ªÀÄ°èUÉ, ¸ÀA¦UÉ,

Yes/No

Look at these flowers (Point to yellow flowers)
8 YELLOW FLOWERS ( Point to yellow flowers )

Show me something that is yellow in colour.             Students search and show colour 
                                                                                    objects, inside or outside the classroom.

yellow 
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What are these? 

Do ants bite us?

What do ants like to eat?

What is the colour of this ant?  (Point to chart)  

How many ants are there? 

12 TREE ( Point to tree )

What is this?

The tree has leaves

What colour are the leaves? 

What is on the tree? (Point to mangoes)

How many mangoes are there? 

What is the colour of this mango?  (Point to chart)  

This is a tree

Green

Mangoes

Yellow

Eleven mangoes

These are ants.

Yes

They like to eat sugar….

Ten ants

Black

13

14

BIRDS ( Point to parrots and crows) 

 Parrots and crows

No

No

Who is sitting on the tree? 

Birds fly. (Show with flying action) 

Does a dog fly?

Does a cat fly?

Does a cow fly?

Birds have a beak. (Show beak)

Do you have a beak?

Does the frog have a beak?

Does the goat have a beak?

11 ANTS ( Point to ants )

What is the name of this bird? 

What does the parrot  eat?

What is the colour of this parrot?  (Point to chart)

How many parrots are there? 

What is the colour of it’s beak?

Parrot

Mangoes....... (or any other response)

Six parrots

Green

Red

13  PARROTS( Point to parrots) 

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ 
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response

Show me something that is black in colour.           Students search and show  colour 
                                                                                objects, inside or outside the classroom.

black
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What is the name of this bird? 

What does the crow  eat?

What is the colour of this crow ?  (Point to chart)  

How many crows are there? 

Crow

Frog  (or any other response)

Three crows 

Black

14  CROWS( Point to crows)

What is this?

What is in the nest?

Who lives in the nest?

A nest

Eggs

Birds

15 NEST AND EGGS( Point to nest and eggs )

Who is sitting on the tree ? 

The monkey has a long tail.

What does the monkey eat?

What is the colour of this ?  (Point to chart)  monkey

How many s are there? monkey

Monkeys

Bananas (or any other response)

Two

White

16 MONKEYS ( Point to monkeys )

What is this?
What colour is the sun?
The sun shines in the sky.

Sun
Yellow

17 THE SUN ( Point to sun )

Repeat - ‘Sun shines in the sky’

To practice the colours, numbers, animals, birds and nature words, ask  students to come, by turn, 

 show in the chart and speak:

Teacher: Mary, come and  show me ” bees”. 

(Mary comes to the chart and points to the bees)

Teacher: What colour are the bees?

Mary: Yellow

Teacher: Count how many bees are there.

(Mary counts and says “eight”)

For older students:

Instead of saying the word aloud, show a  flashcard with the word of an animal, bird or nature written on it. 

(eg. bee, butterfly, dog, frog , cow, sun, tree, leaves, mangoes  etc..). Students read the card (by turn), point to the 

animal/bird on the card, say it’s colour and count it. 

c)  SPEAKING PRACTICE

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ 
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response
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LESSON PLAN 4 : FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

•   Names of different fruits and vegetables – their colours

•   Fruit/vegetable seller- buyer; buy-sell

•   I like to eat…./ I don’t like to eat….

Onion, potato, tomato, cabbage, 

brinjal, cauliflower, lemon , green 

leafy vegetable 

(eg. Spinach/palak)

  

Apple, banana, pineapple, mango, 

papaya, water melon, grapes

Bag, basket, cart, market, 

like, don’t like,

LESSON GOALS

¸ÀA¨sÁµÀuÉAiÀÄ ªÉÃ¼É
¥ÀæªÀÄÄR ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß §gÉzÀÄ CzÀgÀ §UÉÎ ªÀiÁvÀ£ÁqÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ.  

Letter-sound UÀ¼À PÀqÉUÉ UÀªÀÄ£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß ¸É¼ÉAiÀÄÄªÀÅzÀÄ. 

 PÀ¥ÀÄà ºÀ®UÉAiÀÄ ªÉÄÃ¯É CxÀªÁ ¥sÁè±ïPÁrð£À°è PÉ®ªÀÅ 
ºÁUÀÄ ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼À°ègÀÄªÀ 

Eg. banana, ‘b’ says /b/...

F ¸ÀA¨sÁµÀuÉAiÀÄ PÉÆ£ÉUÉ, ªÀÄUÀÄ ºÀtÄÚ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ vÀgÀPÁjUÀ¼À£ÀÄß «ªÀj¸ÀÄªÀ ¸ÀgÀ¼À ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼ÀÄ ºÁUÀÆ ªÁPÀåUÀ¼À£ÀÄß 
w½AiÀÄ¨ÉÃPÀÄ..   

At the end of this conversation,  c
fruits and vegetables.

hildren should get familiar with simple  words and sentences describing 

KEY VOCABULARY WORDS

SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

During the conversation, write some important words on the blackboard 

or flashcards and talk about them. Draw attention to letter-sounds in the 

word Eg. banana,  ‘b’ says /b/...

STUDENT TALK:  

GRAMMAR POINT:

ACTIONS

These symbols will guide you during your conversation.

F aºÉßUÀ¼ÀÄ ¤ÃªÀÅ ¥ÁoÀ ªÀiÁqÀÄªÁUÀ ¤ªÀÄUÉ ¸ÀºÁAiÀÄPÀªÁUÀÄvÀÛªÉ

ªÀÄPÀÌ½UÉ CªÀgÀ ¸ÀéAvÀ C£ÀÄ¨sÀªÀUÀ¼À §UÉÎ PÉÃ½, ªÀiÁvÀÈ¨sÁµÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß ¸ÁéUÀw¹ 
ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¥Àæw ¨Áj ªÀiÁvÀÈ ¨sÁµÉAiÀÄ ¥ÀzÀUÀ½UÉ EAVèÃµï ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ¤Ãrj.

ªÁåPÀgÀt  
¸ÁzsÁå«zÀÝ PÀqÉ £ÉÊdå ªÀ¸ÀÄÛUÀ¼À£ÀÄß vÉÆÃj¹.

zÀ CA±ÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß GzÁºÀgÀuÉUÀ¼ÉÆqÀ£É «ªÀj¹. 
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Teach a rhyme:

One potato, two potatoes

Three potatoes four.

Five potatoes, six potatoes,

Seven potatoes more 

.

Continue the rhyme replacing ‘potato’ with different fruits and vegetables.

Eight potatoes Nine potatoes 

count upto ten

a)WARM UP:

1

VEGETABLES

2

3

FRESH
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 INTRODUCTION

 VEGETABLE SHOP

This is a market.
What do you buy in the market?                              Fruits, vegetables, ...(Any response)

What do you see in the market? 
(Point to the picture)

Read this board. ( Point to the board )

Repeat - ‘ market’

Name all things in the chart
Fruits, vegetables, basket, man, boy, girl woman, 
cart, goat…

‘Fresh Vegetable Shop’

Vegetables.

A vegetable seller

 He sells vegetables .

What is there in this shop?(Point to vegetable shop)

Who is this? (Point to vegetable seller)

What does he do?

For older students:

Ask each student

Which vegetable do you like to eat ? 

Which vegetable did you eat yesterday? 

Each student says

 I like to eat……and …and….etc

 I ate.......(Name of the vegetable)
 Translate vegetable names in mother tongue 
  into English. 
 

What is this? (Point to weighing balance) 

What do you do with it ?

Weighing balance (vÀPÀÌr)

 We weigh fruits and vegetables.

Whole Chart

Match with reference  numbers given in the picture

 b)   MAIN CONVERSATION

Which vegetables are in the baskets?. (Name
each vegetable in the vegetable shop)

Cabbage, potato, brinjal, lemon, tomato 
cauliflower, onion , ¸ÉÆ¥ÀÄà (green leafy vegetables)

Is there one potato or many potatoes ? 

One cabbage or many cabbages?

 One onion or many onions? 

Many potatoes

Many cabbages

Many onions

Show on chart : This is one potato. These are many potatoes.  
This is one onion. These are many onions. ....

 This is - these are 

( Use other objects like books, pens, cups, bags, chalk  and practice using ‘this is’ and ‘these are’)

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ 
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response
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2

Read the board.

Who is this? (Point to the fruit seller) 

 What does he do?

A vegetable seller sells….
A fruits seller sells….

‘ Fresh Fruits Shop’

He is a fruit seller.

He sells fruits

Vegetables

What is in the fruit shop?

Call students to the chart, by turn, to show a fruit

Eg. Come and show me a papaya. 

       What is the colour of the papaya? 

        Count how many papayas are there?

FRUIT CART (ºÀtÂÚ£À UÁr) 

FRUIT SHOP

Eg. Come and show me a 

       What is the colour of the tomato? 

tomato. 

Eg.    tomato- red
potato - brown
onion - pink
cauliflower - white 
brinjal - purple
cabbage - green

Students come by turn, show the vegetable 
and say colour 

3

 Read the board. 

What is this ? ( Point to the cart )

Fresh Fruit Shop.

 A fruit  cart

What fruits are there in the cart? Watermelon, papaya, banana.

The cart has wheels. The cart moves from one 
place to another.

Does the shop move from one place to another?
 (Point to fruit and vegetable shop)

No 

Fruits

papaya - orange - eleven 

mango -  yellow -  seven

 pomegranate - red -five 
orange - 
pineapple - yellow - green-six 
apple - red - eighteen 
banana - yellow - many

orange - eleven

Students show a fruit, tell the 
colour and count :

 pineapple, apple, banana

Name each fruit in the fruit shop:

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ 
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response

Call each student to the chart, by turn, to show a vegetable

  Mango, grapes, pomegranate                    orange,(zÁ½A¨É) 
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What is the taste of a watermelon?
Ask all students:

Sweet

What colour is the watermelon?

What is the colour of the seeds inside?

Do you like to eat watermelon? 

Green outside and red inside

Black

Yes / No

 mango, banana, papaya, grapes etc.)

Fruits and vegetables have different tastes             

What is the taste of a bitter gourd ( )?ºÁUÀ®PÁ¬Ä
What is the taste of a chilly?

What is the taste of  tamarind ( )?ºÀÄt¸ÉºÀtÄÚ
What is the taste of a lemon?

What is the taste of a banana? Sweet

(Explain with different facial expressions)

Bitter (PÀ )»

Sour (ºÀÄ½)

 Spicy

Sour

5

                                  TASTE

Make four flash cards. On  each card, write a taste and a picture or drawing of a fruit or

 vegetable with that taste. Like this : 

Card 1. ‘Sweet’ +   picture of banana
2. ‘Sour’   +    picture of lemon or tamarind 
3. ‘Bitter’ +    picture of bitter gourd ( )
4. ‘Spicy’  +    picture of chilly

Card 
Card ºÁUÀ®PÁ¬Ä
Card 

Explain the different tastes with face expressions!

Place the cards in four different corners of the classroom. Call out the 
name of a food item, Students have to stand in the correct ‘taste’ corner. 

For eg: If you call out ‘chocolate’- students stand in the ‘sweet’ (banana) corner.
If you call out ‘bhajji’ – students stand in the ‘spicy’ (  corner.chilly)

 (Ask same questions for different fruits like 

Students can stand in two corners for some fruits like orange and grapes (sweet and sour)

Call out the foods that the students are familiar with (you can use mother tongue words like ªÀ fUÓ É   Ä  

For example: 
Chocolate
Lemon juice
Butter milk ( )ªÀÄfÓUÉ 
Pickle
 Payasa   ( ¥ÁAiÀÄ¸À )

  ( G¦à£ÀPÁ¬Ä)

Sambar
Biscuit
Chips
Lollipop
Coffee
Milk
Neem leaves (¨ÉÃ«£À J¯ÉUÀ¼ÀÄ) 

Whole Chart

 ¥ÁAiÀÄ¸À.)

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ 
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response

CxÀªÁ
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I. PICK AND SPEAK
Arrange  real fruits and vegetables in different baskets. Or use flash cards with pictures/drawings
of Students sit in a circle. Each student comes to the centre, by turn, picks a
fruit or a vegetable, holds it in his/her hand and   

fruits and vegetables 
speaks like this: (eg. chilly)

This is a chilly
It is green
It tastes spicy
I like (or) I don’t like to eat  chilly 

Similarly:

This is a papaya
It is yellow
It tastes sweet
I like (or) I don’t like to eat a papaya

II. ROLE PLAY: MARKET SEENE

Advanced  speaking practice ( for older students)

MATERIALS REQUIRED: Fruits and vegetables, baskets, paper money, cloth bag, 

a weighing balance if possible

This is a market scene. 

 paper money of Rs 5, Rs 10 and Rs 20. 

Arrange some fruits and vegetables in different baskets and some

Two students come to the centre – one a buyer the other a seller. They speak like this:
(Give a chance to all students)

c) SPEAKING PRACTICE

Buyer: Hello….(Name of seller)

Seller: Hello….. (Name of buyer). What do you want?

Buyer: I want some (eg.) brinjals

Seller How many brinjals do you want?

Buyer: I want 5 brinjals (or 1 kilo, if you have a weighing balance)

Seller (Counts 5 brinjals or I kilo and gives it to buyer): Take this

(Buyer puts brinjals into the bag)

Buyer: How much do these cost?

Seller: (eg.) 8 Rupees 

(Buyer gives the money to the seller)

Seller: Thank you…. (Name of buyer)

Buyer: Thank you…… (Name of seller)

Buyer walks away.
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LESSON PLAN 5 : VEHICLES

How do you go to another town/village/city?

How do you come to school (on a cycle, by bus or walking...)

Which is faster? Which is slower?

Different types of vehicles :  Land, air and water.

vehicle, car, bus, school bus, jeep, 

truck, plane, helicopter, ship, 

boat, bullock cart, bicycle, train, 

engine

 driver, passenger

 

walking, driving, riding, crossing 

the road, flying, sailing, cycling.  

 Faster than, slower than.

LESSON GOALS

SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

F ¸ÀA¨sÁµÀuÉAiÀÄ PÉÆ£ÉUÉ, ªÀÄUÀÄ ¸ÁªÀiÁ£Àå ¸ÁjUÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß «ªÀj¸ÀÄªÀ ¸ÀgÀ¼À ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼ÀÄ ºÁUÀÆ ªÁPÀåUÀ¼À£ÀÄß 
w½AiÀÄ¨ÉÃPÀÄ.

¸ÀA¨sÁµÀuÉAiÀÄ ªÉÃ¼É 
¥ÀæªÀÄÄR ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß §gÉzÀÄ CzÀgÀ §UÉÎ ªÀiÁvÀ£ÁqÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ.  

Letter-sound UÀ¼À PÀqÉUÉ UÀªÀÄ£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß ¸É¼ÉAiÀÄÄªÀÅzÀÄ.  

 PÀ¥ÀÄà ºÀ®UÉAiÀÄ ªÉÄÃ¯É CxÀªÁ ¥sÁè±ïPÁrð£À°è PÉ®ªÀÅ 
ºÁUÀÄ ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼À°ègÀÄªÀ 

Eg.  train ‘tr’ says /tr/...

At the end of this conversation, c
common transportation. 

hildren should get familiar with simple words and sentences describing 

During the conversation, write some important words on the blackboard 

or flashcards and talk about them. Draw attention to letter-sounds in the 

word. Eg.  train ‘tr’ says /tr/...

KEY  VOCABULARY WORDS

STUDENT TALK:  

GRAMMAR POINT:

ACTIONS

These symbols will guide you during your conversation.

F aºÉßUÀ¼ÀÄ ¤ÃªÀÅ ¥ÁoÀ ªÀiÁqÀÄªÁUÀ ¤ªÀÄUÉ ¸ÀºÁAiÀÄPÀªÁUÀÄvÀÛªÉ

ªÀÄPÀÌ½UÉ CªÀgÀ ¸ÀéAvÀ C£ÀÄ¨sÀªÀUÀ¼À §UÉÎ PÉÃ½, ªÀiÁvÀÈ¨sÁµÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß ¸ÁéUÀw¹ 
ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¥Àæw ¨Áj ªÀiÁvÀÈ ¨sÁµÉAiÀÄ ¥ÀzÀUÀ½UÉ EAVèÃµï ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ¤Ãrj.

ªÁåPÀgÀt  
¸ÁzsÁå«zÀÝ PÀqÉ £ÉÊdå ªÀ¸ÀÄÛUÀ¼À£ÀÄß vÉÆÃj¹.

zÀ CA±ÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß GzÁºÀgÀuÉUÀ¼ÉÆqÀ£É «ªÀj¹. 
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Teach a rhyme:

The wheels of the bus go round and round,

       Round and round, round and round

The wheels of the bus go round and round,

         All the way to Bengaluru town.

The people in the bus go up and down

up and down up and down.

a) WARM UP: 

6

5

7
3

1

2

3

4
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What do you see in 

VEHICLES

this picture?

They are all called vehicles.

Vehicle take us from one place to another.

Vehicle have wheels (Point to wheels of all vehicles)

What is this? (Point to school bus) 
 

 
It takes us from one place to another.           A bus/ a school bus

 It has wheels.                                                Repeat - ‘wheels’

What colour is the school bus?

Who is sitting in the bus?

Where are the children going?

What are the children wearing?

SCHOOL BUS

A car and a motorbike. 

Yellow

Children are sitting in the school bus. 

They are going to school

They are wearing  school uniforms.

Students name all vehicles, in the chart: 
car, bus, jeep, plane, cycle, bullock cart, 
ship, train,..etc.

Who is sitting on the cycle?

Where is the girl going?

What is she carrying ? 

3

A girl is sitting on the cycle.

She is going to school

A school bag.

CAR - MOTORCYCLE

What are these? (Point 
to car motorbike)
Is the car a vehicle?

Yes it is a vehicle.Is the motorbike a vehicle?

Does the car have wheels?
Yes it has wheels.

Does the motorbike have wheels?

How do you come to school? I come to school… (Eg) walking, by bus, 
on a cycle, on a scooter, on a bullock 

cart…etc

Ask each student Each student says

Whole Chart

What is this? (Point to cycle)

BICYCLE

Is the cycle a vehicle?

Does it have wheels?

A cycle / a bicycle

Yes it is a vehicle.
Yes it is has wheels.

2

Match with reference  numbers given in the picture

 b)  MAIN CONVERSATION

It is a vehicle .                                              Repeat - ‘a vehicle’

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ 
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response
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What is this? (Point to bullock cart)

BULLOCK CART (  JwÛ£À UÁr / §Ar)

Is the bullock cart a vehicle?

Does it have wheels? Yes. 

Yes.

Yes.

Who is sitting in the bullock cart?

 A bullock cart

Yes it is a vehicle.

A boy.

5
What vehicles do you see there? 

BUS - TRUCK - JEEP - AUTO

(Point to bus, truck, auto and jeep)

Students name each vehicle: on the other side of
the zebra crossing:

Bus, truck, auto, jeep
Are they vehicles?

Do they have wheels?

On wheels

Whole Chart WHEELS

How does a vehicle move?  

(Point to wheels of all the vehicles in 
the chart)

Do you have a bullock cart at home? Yes / No.

Where do you go in a bullock cart? To the field, to a another village, to the market...  .

PLANE - TRAIN - SHIP

Look at these vehicles. (Point to plane, 
train and ship)

This is a plane. It is flying in the sky 

This is a helicopter. It is flying in the sky.

This is a train. It is going on the tracks.

This is a ship. It is sailing on water. 

6

When we have to go very far.

Where do you go in an auto?

Where do you go in a bus?

How do you go to another village? 

(Name a village close by)

How do you go to Bengaluru (or any city 

far away)?

Repeat with actions

Students own response:
Eg. To the market, to my grandfather’s 
house, to the city, to another village etc.

}
When do we take a bus,  a plane or   train,
a ship?

Students own response:}

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ 
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response
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Whole Chart

Call students to the chart, by turn, to show wheels of different vehicles:

Come and show me the wheels of the :
                       bus
                       car
                       cycle
                       bullock cart
                       jeep
                       auto
                       truck
                       motorbike

How do wheels turn? (Do action of 
turning round and round using hands)

Each student comes and points to the 
‘wheels ’of  different vehicles

Students do turning action with hands.

PASSENGER - DRIVER

The children are sitting in the bus. 

They are passengers. (Point to children 

in the school bus)

The man is driving the jeep. (Point to jeep driver)

He is a driver.

Drivers drive the vehicle. Passengers sit in 

the vehicle.

Repeat - ‘passengers’

Repeat - ‘driver’

What is the shape of a wheel?

(Draw a circle on the blackboard)                              Round

What other things are round in shape? Chapati, sun, bindi,(  bangles, 
plate, sun, moon (different responses)

©A¢/¨ÉÆlÄÖ) 

Ask students Each student names a ‘round object’

Ask each student to come and show on the chart: 

Show me the driver of the  :
               jeep
               bus
               auto
               motorbike

cycle

Come and show me the passenger in the:

               bus
               jeep 

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ 
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response
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What are these people doing? (Point to people 

crossing the road)

Who is crossing the road? (Point to each one 

crossing the road)

Where are they crossing the road?

(A zebra crossing has black and white stripes. People cross the road at the .)zebra crossing

They are crossing the road.

A man is crossing the road. 
A woman is crossing the road.
A little girl is crossing the road…etc
They are crossing at the zebra crossing.

Some vehicles go fast. Some vehicles go slow.

Ask each student

FAST - SLOW

PEOPLE

Students repeat in chorus (with actions): 

How do you cross the road?
We look left, we look right and 
cross the road carefully.

7

Whole Chart

Does the bullock cart go slow or fast?

Does the car go slow or fast?

Does the train go slow or fast?

Does the cycle go slow or fast?

The bullock cart goes slow.

The car goes fast.

The train goes fast.

The cycle goes slow

Students stand in a circle. Teacher
calls out instructions using ‘fast’ and ‘slow’

Run fast, run slow, walk fast, walk slow;  

clap fast, clap slow, jump fast, jump slow,

eat fast, eat slow...etc. (Use different action 

words with both -  slow and fast.) 

Students do actions.

Comparisons: Faster-slower (For older students)

Which goes faster?
a bullock cart or a car?
a train or a car?
a cycle or a bus?
a plane or a cycle?
.... (Use different vehicle pairs)

Similarly, Which goes slower?

a cycle or a bus?

a plane or a car?

a ship or a bullock cart?

a train or a motorbike?....etc.

.

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ 
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response
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Prepare flash cards with a photo or a drawing of a vehicle on each card . 

Write the word with the picture.
Eg: car, bus, bullock cart, plane, ship, cycle, jeep, motorbike ..etc.

 Students come to the center by turn and pick a card.  Each student speaks 
about the vehicle on the card like this:

This is a cycle.
It has two wheels.
It goes slower than a  car. Or....
It goes faster than a bullock cart.

This is a .............. (Name of vehicle on the card)

It has four/ two wheels.

It goes fast / slow (Any one)

PICK AND SPEAK.

How do you come to school everyday?

Which vehicle goes on the road / on water
 / on the track /in the sky?

I come to school walking or in a …..(name 
of vehicle).

Which goes slower…..(eg) plane or a 

bullock cart? 
Eg. A bullock cart goes slower than a plane.

Which  goes faster… (eg.) a bus or a train? Eg. The train goes faster than the bus…etc

How do you go to your grandparents/ 
uncle/ aunt’s house?

By bus, train, or bullock cart.

Car, bus, scooter.../ship, boat / train / plane

c) SPEAKING PRACTICE

One student asks the question, another students answers it. Give a chance to all students.

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ 
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response

For older students :

 Student selects any two vehicles and speaks about them. Eg. cycle and a car/ bullock cart 

MAzÀÄ ªÀÄUÀÄ ¥Àæ²ß¹zÀgÉ, ªÀÄvÉÆÛAzÀÄ ªÀÄUÀÄ GvÀÛj¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ. J¯Áè ªÀÄPÀÌ½UÀÆ CªÀPÁ±À ¤Ãr.
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STORY 1: MR SUN GOES ON A HOLIDAY

 LESSON GOALS

Sun, sparrow, honey bee, squirrel, 

flowers, animals, plants

Bright, yellow, holiday

Grow, dark,bright, rain, vapour, 

happy, sad

II   SUGGESTED STEPS FOR STORY TELLING

a) Pre story conversation to build vocabulary

b) Tell the story

c) Talk about the story

d) Role Play

KEY VOCABULARY WORDS

F PÀxÉAiÀÄÄ ¸ÀÆAiÀÄð£ÀÄ ºÉÃUÉ gÀeÉAiÀÄ ªÉÄÃ¯É ºÉÆÃUÀÄvÁÛ£É JA§ÄzÀgÀ §UÉÎ EzÉ. PÀxÉ ºÉÃ¼ÀÄªÀ ªÀÄÆ®PÀ ªÀÄPÀÌ¼ÀÄ 

£ÀªÀÄä fÃªÀ£ÀPÉÌ ¸ÀÆAiÀÄð£À ¥ÁæªÀÄÄRåvÉ, D«AiÀiÁUÀÄ«PÉ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¥ÀæPÀÈwAiÀÄ §UÉÎ PÀ°AiÀÄÄvÁÛgÉ. 

(sun, sky, squirrel, sparrow etc).  

¸ÀA¨sÁµÀuÉAiÀÄ ªÉÃ¼É  PÀ¥ÀÄà ºÀ®UÉAiÀÄ ªÉÄÃ¯É CxÀªÁ ¥sÁè±ïPÁrð£À°è 

PÉ®ªÀÅ ¥ÀæªÀÄÄR ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß §gÉzÀÄ CzÀgÀ §UÉÎ ªÀiÁvÀ£ÁqÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ. ºÁUÀÄ 

¥ÀzÀUÀ¼À°ègÀÄªÀ Letter-sound UÀ¼À PÀqÉUÉ UÀªÀÄ£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß ¸É¼ÉAiÀÄÄªÀÅzÀÄ 

This story is about how Mr. Sun goes on a holiday. 

of the sun for man and all living creatures (sun, sky, squirrel, sparrow etc)

Through story telling, children learn about the importance 

During the conversation, write some important words on the blackboard 

or flashcards and talk about them. Draw attention to letter-sounds in the word. 

Eg. sun, ‘s’ says /s/...

Mr. Sun was bright and yellow.  He helped 
the sparrow, the squirrel, the honey bee 
and the water.

But one day he took a holiday and stopped 

shining. It became dark. There was no light.

 “Why is it so dark?”  
“How will i go up 
into the sky and 
become rain?” 

“How will I find 

flowers in the dark ?” 

 
“Mr. Sun cannot take
 a holiday. We need 
 him.” 

Everyone was happy. Everyone needs the bright, yellow sun. Animals need the sun.

Plants need the sun. Water needs the sun to go up and become rain. We all need the sun.

The sparrow on the tree
 said:

The honey bee said: The squirrel said:

 Mr. Sun felt very sad. He said, “I am really sorry.  I will not take a holiday. I will shine again.” 

The water said :
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Sun

Plant- Tree- Leaves

Can we see the sun? (Point to sun outside)

Where is the sun?

What colour is the sun?

What happens when I switch off the light? 

(Show the light switch on and off)

What happens when the sun goes away in the 

evening?

The sun gives us light.

Yes

In the sky

Yellow

It is dark

It is dark. It becomes night.

A plantWhat is this? (Point to the plant)

 MATERIAL REQUIRED : A real plant in a pot or draw a plant on the black board 

A treeWhat is that?(Point to a  tree outside )

Leaves.What are these? (Point to the leaves )

Growing

A plant is small. A tree is big.
A small plant grows and becomes a tree.

   a)   PRE STORY CONVERSATION:

PÀxÉ ºÉÃ¼À®Ä ¥ÁægÀA©ü¸ÀÄªÀ ªÀÄÄ£Àß EzÀÄ ªÉÆzÀ® ºÉeÉÓAiÀiÁVzÉ. F ¸ÀA¨sÁµÀuÉAiÀÄÄ ªÀÄUÀÄ«UÉ 

PÀxÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß CxÀðªÀiÁrPÉÆ¼Àî®Ä CªÀ±ÀåPÀªÁzÀ ±À§ÝPÉÆÃ±ÀªÀ£ÀÄß w½¸ÀÄvÀÛzÉ. K£ÀÄ ªÀiÁvÀ£ÁqÀ¨ÉÃPÀÄ 

JA§ÄzÀgÀ §UÉÎ £ÁªÀÅ E°è PÉ®ªÀÅ ¸À®ºÉUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ¤ÃqÀÄvÉÛÃªÉ, DzÀgÉ zÀAiÀÄ«lÄÖ ¸ÀévÀAvÀæªÁV ¤ªÀÄä ¸ÀéAvÀ 

¥Àæ±ÉßUÀ¼ÀÄ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ D¯ÉÆÃZÀ£ÉUÀ¼À£ÀÄß §¼À¹PÉÆ½î..

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ 
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response

This is the first step before storytelling. This conversation will familiarize the child with the basic

 vocabulary required by him/her to understand the story. We give you some suggestions about 

what to talk here but please feel free to use your own questions and ideas.
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Yes

 Air, food, water...etc

Air, water, mud(soil), light of the sun

No

Yes

Yes

Do you grow?

You grow from a small baby to a big boy or girl. 

(Show action of growing)

What do you need to grow?

What do plants need to grow?

Can a plant grow without the sun?

Plants and animals need  the sun to grow.

Do animals need the sun to grow?

5

Water- evaporation 

Concept of evaporation  (D« «PÉ)AiÀiÁUÀÄ

What is this? (Point to water in the chart)

What colour is the water?

When the water goes up it becomes rain. ( Show with action)

When does the water go up? 

How does the water become hot?

Can the water go up when there is no sun?

What happens when the water does not go up?

When it becomes hot

By the sun

No.

It will not rain. Animals and plants will 
not get water

Water or a river

Blue

Squirrel-Honey Bee- Sparrow

What is this animal? (Point to squirrel on chart)

Where does the squirrel live?

What does the squirrel eat?

What is this? (Point to bee)

What colour is the bee?

What does the bee drink?

What does the bee give us?

What is this? (Point to the sparrow)

The sparrow is a bird. 

Can a sparrow fly?

What does the sparrow eat?

A squirrel

On the tree.

Nuts and fruits

A bee. A honey bee.

Yellow

Juice from the flowers

Honey.

A sparrow

Yes

Seeds, grains…(any response)

Read the story from the chart in English first without translation. Use actions and facial 

expressions to help students understand better.

DONOT translate immediately.

b)   TELL THE STORY:

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ 
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response
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Why did it become dark one day?

When do we go on a holiday?

What happened when Mr Sun went on a holiday?

What happened when it became dark?

Was the squirrel happy when Mr Sun went away?

Was the sparrow happy?

Was the honey bee happy?

Was the water happy?

What did Mr Sun say?

Was the squirrel happy when Mr Sun came back?

Was the sparrow happy?

Was the honey bee happy?

Was the water happy?

Do plants and animals need the sun?

Mr Sun went on a holiday. 

On a Sunday, for Deepavali, Dasara, Christmas …
(Name any festival)

It became dark

The squirrel could not get food

The bee could not get food

The sparrow could not get food

The water could not go up and become rain.

No

No

No

No

I am sorry. I will not go on a holiday. I will shine again.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes.

How did Mr Sun help the plants?

How did Mr Sun help the flowers?

How did Mr Sun help the squirrel?

How did Mr Sun help the bee?

How did Mr Sun help the sparrow?

How did Mr Sun help the water?

He helped the plants to grow.

He helped the flowers to grow.

He helped the squirrel get food.

He helped the bee to get juice from the flowers.

He helped the sparrow get seeds and fruits.

He helped the water to go up and become rain

Tell me the story in Kannada. Check how 

much they have understood.

Students re-tell the story in Kannada

c) TALK ABOUT THE STORY:

Ask questions in English

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ 
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response
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Mr Sun is dressed in yellow. He is standing in the middle of the room with his hands up and moving from side to side. 

He moves around shaking the hands of other animals and smiling.

Squirrel is jumping around eating nuts and seeds

Honey Bee is flying making the sound ‘bzzzzzz’ and drinking juice from flowers. 

Water is sitting and standing with hands up in the air

Help your students do this role play, so that they get some practice in speaking English.

Main roles: Narrator, Mr Sun, Sparrow, Squirrel, Honey Bee and Water Drop

Put dark curtains on the windows.

When the curtains are open the room is bright, shows that the sun is shining .

d)   ROLE PLAY

 The Squirrel, Sparrow, Honey Bee and Water – all look surprised

Narrator : Mr Sun was bored. He went away on a holiday.  What happened then? Let us see.

Sparrow (stops eating): Why is it so dark?

Water (stops moving up and down and sits down): How will I go up and become rain? 

Honey bee: How will I find flowers in the dark?

Squirrel: Mr Sun please come back! We need you!

Mr Sun slowly comes to the middle of the room.

Mr Sun: I am so sorry. I will not take a holiday. I will shine again. Plants need me. Animals need me. 

Water needs me to become rain. They all need me.

 Narrator : We all need the sun.  We get food and rain from the sun. Mr Sun we all love you. Please shine everyday. 

Mr Sun opens his arms, smiling. All the others come to him and join him. They all dance together.

  Narrator : It was a bright, sunny day. Mr Sun was shining bright in the sky. Everybody was happy.

( The Sparrow, the Squirrel, the Honey Bee and the Water Drop are jumping and dancing around)

  Mr. Sun (stops and yawns): Oh I am so bored. I want to go on a holiday.

(Mr Sun sits down slowly and goes away to the corner.)

 Close the curtains so that the room becomes darker.
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STORY: UNITY IS STRENGTH

I  LESSON GOALS

II   SUGGESTED STEPS IN STORY TELLING

a) Pre - story conversation to build vocabulary

c) Talk about the story 

d)  Role Play

b) Tell the story

KEY VOCABULARY WORDS bull, tiger, horns, herd, forest, 

animal

attack, graze, afraid, alone, fast, 

rushed, sharp, pointed, their

¸ÀA¨sÁµÀuÉAiÀÄ ªÉÃ¼É  PÀ¥ÀÄà ºÀ®UÉAiÀÄ ªÉÄÃ¯É CxÀªÁ ¥sÁè±ïPÁrð£À°è 

PÉ®ªÀÅ ¥ÀæªÀÄÄR ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß §gÉzÀÄ CzÀgÀ §UÉÎ ªÀiÁvÀ£ÁqÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ. ºÁUÀÄ 

¥ÀzÀUÀ¼À°ègÀÄªÀ Letter-sound UÀ¼À PÀqÉUÉ UÀªÀÄ£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß ¸É¼ÉAiÀÄÄªÀÅzÀÄ. 

This story about Balu the bull and his herd tells the children about the power of being united. 

Students also learn some vocabulary and simple sentences about nature – like bull, tiger, herd, 

grazing etc.

Balu the bull loved to graze all alone Shera the tiger wanted to attack him

All the bull rushed towards the tiger, 
and pointed their sharp horns

Balu ran as fast as he could and joined
 the herd

Shera was afraid and ran away into the forest

During the conversation , write some importan t words on the blac kboard or flashcards 

and talk about them. Draw attention to letter -sounds in the word. 

Eg. bull ‘b’ says /b/...

¨Á®Ä JA§ UÀÆ½ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ CzÀÀgÀÀ UÀÄA¥À£ÀÄß PÀÄjvÀ F PÀxÉAiÀÄÄ ªÀÄUÀÄ«UÉ MmÁÖV EgÀÄªÀÅzÀgÀ ±ÀQÛAiÀÄ 

§UÉÎ w½¸ÀÄvÀÛzÉ. ªÀÄPÀÌ¼ÀÄ PÉ®ªÀÅ ¥ÁæPÀÈwPÀ ±À§ÝPÉÆÃ±À ºÁUÀÆ ¸ÀgÀ¼À ªÁPÀåUÀ¼À£ÀÄß 

w½AiÀÄÄvÁÛgÉ.  - bull, tiger, attack, graze, herd 
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Bull 

What animal is this? (Show Balu in chart)

Does it have horns? (Point to horns)

How many horns does it have?

Does it have a tail? (Point to the tail)

What does the bull eat?

What is the bull doing here?

When a cow or a bull eats grass we call it grazing. 
(ºÀÄ®Äè ªÉÄÃAiÀÄÄªÀÅzÀÄ)

Is there one bull or many bulls? (Point to other 
bulls in the chart)

Many bulls together are called a herd

Bull  ( UÀÆ½) 

Yes   

Two

Yes

Grass

Eating grass

Grazing   

Many bulls

What was Balu doing?

Was he alone?

Tell me the story in Kannada. Check how 

much they have understood.

Students retell the story in Kannada

Ask questions in English

A herd   ( UÀÄA¥ÀÄ/»AqÀÄ)      

He was eating grass. He was grazing. 

Yes

Read the story from the chart in English first without translation. Use actions and facial 

expressions to help students understand better.

DO NOT translate immediately.

a)  PRE STORY CONVERSATION:

b). TELL THE STORY:

c) TALK ABOUT THE STORY:

PÀxÉ ºÉÃ¼À®Ä ¥ÁægÀA©ü¸ÀÄªÀ ªÀÄÄ£Àß EzÀÄ ªÉÆzÀ® ºÉeÉÓAiÀiÁVzÉ. F ¸ÀA¨sÁµÀuÉAiÀÄÄ ªÀÄUÀÄ«UÉ PÀxÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß 

CxÀðªÀiÁrPÉÆ¼Àî®Ä CªÀ±ÀåPÀªÁzÀ ±À§ÝPÉÆÃ±ÀªÀ£ÀÄß w½¸ÀÄvÀÛzÉ. K£ÀÄ ªÀiÁvÀ£ÁqÀ¨ÉÃPÀÄ JA§ÄzÀgÀ §UÉÎ £ÁªÀÅ E°è 

PÉ®ªÀÅ ¸À®ºÉUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ¤ÃqÀÄvÉÛÃªÉ, DzÀgÉ zÀAiÀÄ«lÄÖ ¸ÀévÀAvÀæªÁV ¤ªÀÄä ¸ÀéAvÀ ¥Àæ±ÉßUÀ¼ÀÄ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ D¯ÉÆÃZÀ£ÉUÀ¼À£ÀÄß 

§¼À¹PÉÆ½î.

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ 
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response

This is the first step before storytelling. This conversation will familiarize the child with  

the basic vocabulary required by him/her to understand the story. We give you some suggestions

 about what to talk here but please feel free to use your own questions and ideas.
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42

Help your students  do this role play so that they will get a chance to hear and speak the story in English.

Main roles: Narrator, Balu the bull, Shera the tiger and many other bulls 

Balu and the bulls have horns. Shera is wearing yellow with black stripes.

Balu is eating grass alone. Other bulls are eating grass together a bit far away 

.

d) ROLE PLAY

Where were his friends?

Who is Shera?

What did Shera do?

What did Balu do then?

What did the other bulls do?

Show me how they point their horns

Why did Shera run away?

Far away.

A tiger.

He attacked Balu.

He ran away to his friends/ his herd.

They rushed towards Shera and pointed their horns to him angrily.

 Action of pointing horns

Because he was afraid of the bulls.

ªÀÄPÀÌ½AzÀ ¤jÃQëvÀ  GvÀÛgÀ 
 Teacher Talk  Possible student response

Narrator : One day Balu and his friends were grazing in the forest. 

Balu: Hmm this grass is very  tasty!

(Shera comes slowly towards Balu. He is growling – grrr. Other bulls are looking worried)

Balu (sees Shera): Oh no. Shera is attacking me! I must run!

(Balu runs and joins his friends. All of the bulls point their horns towards Shera angrily.

Shera: Oh no! I am scared! The herd will attack me! The bulls are so strong together. I will run away.

(Shera runs away. Balu and the bulls are happy and jump with joy).

Narrator : Unity is strength! We are weak alone. But we become strong when we are together . 



KEY VOCABULARY WORDS

References:

Learning Standards in English language Education in school in Karnataka 2012-2013-DSERT 

Position Paper on Teaching of English; National Curriculum Framework (NCF 2005)

NCERT Source Book on assessments for classes I to V – Language English

MY SCHOOL :  school, classroom, school bag,  pencil, book,  playground,  ball, bat, tree, 

                             swing, tap, water, door, window. play, walk,  sit, stand, read, jump, run,

                             carry,  

RANI’S  FAMILY :  house, family, neighbor, friends, mother, father, parents, sister, brother, 

                                   grandfather, grandmother, aunt, uncle, pant, shirt, sari, 

                                   turban, older than, younger than 

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES : Onion, potato, tomato, cabbage, brinjal, cauliflower, 

                                                        lemon , green leaf (eg. Spinach/palak) Apple, banana, 

                                                        pineapple, mango, papaya, water melon, grapes, Bag, 

                                                        basket, cart, market, like, don’t like

VEHICLES :  vehicle, car, bus, school bus, jeep, truck, plane, helicopter, ship, boat, 

                         bullock cart, bicycle, train, engine, driver, passenger walking, driving, 

                        riding, crossing the road, flying, sailing, cycling.  aster than, slower th

Mr. SUN GOES ON A HOLIDAY  - Story :  sun, sparrow, honey bee, squirrel, flowers, 

                                                                           animals, plants Bright, yellow, holiday 

                                                                           Grow, dark-bright, rain, vapor,  happy, sad

UNITY IS STRENGTH  - Story :bull, tiger, forest, animal, horns, herd, attack, graze, 

                                                         afraid, alone, fast, rushed, sharp, pointed, their.

HOW MANY PINK BUTTERFLIES ? :One, two, three, four, five, six, seven ,eight, nine,

                                                                     ten, eleven, red, green, blue, yellow, black, pink

                                                                     cow, goat, dog ,cat, rabbit, frog, monkey, ant

                                                                     butterfly, bee, crow, parrot, sun, sky , tree , leaves,

                                                                     nest, eggs, mango, flower

1

2

3
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Work book are designed to give writing and reading practise

Level-1
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